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YHWH – The four letter sacred name of the Creator
Torah – First five books of the Bible written by Moses
HTHS – All quotes from the Hidden-Truths Hebraic Study Scrolls unless otherwise specified.

Abraham had four wives listed as follows:
1 Keturah
2 Sarah
3 Mashek
4 Hagar
Sara was the name of an African tribe so Sarah was titled Sar-i, Abraham’s wife was his
half sister/cousin/patrilineal niece, her real name according to the Targum of Jonathan
was Yskah however Sarah and Yskah are two different women.
Sarah is not a name, she was given the title Sara, which later was changed by YHWH to
Sara-h by appending the heh she became Sar-ah. It was common custom and is still
common custom that is strictly followed in the Muslims today to marry patrilineal nieces
or cousins. There is nothing wrong with it and it is perfectly acceptable according to the
Torah to wed your patrilineal niece or cousin.
In ancient Hebrew the name Sarah does not mean a “princess”, this is only in rabbinic
modernism applying modern tenants of the modern Hebrew language. Today’s Hebrew
is not like the ancient Hebrew.
In Ancient script the letters sin, resh and yud meant “A bright distinguished bird.” Note in
the ancient Egyptian culture it was very common to see birds, cats, dogs, and other such
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animals as symbols. The same is actually true in ancient Hebrew but since it was lost to
the Hebrew people more research needs to be done in this area. Also in ancient Iraq
(Babylon) the lion was a common symbol. Each culture had its special ancient symbols.
Abraham’s wife Sarah was a fair black woman hence the term/title etc plus she was the
ruling matriarch in her tribe. Many questions arise from the text in Genesis. If Abraham
was already married to Keturah and had children at fifty then why does Abraham say “I
remain childless” (Gen 15:2)? How come the scholars have never addressed this issue?
The real Hebrew language was a monosyllable language just like the Egyptian script and
did not originally have two or three letter roots in its makeup while this definitely evolved
over time this is simply the development of Hebrew from the ancient cultures. The
second letter or the third letter only gave more meaning to the first letter so whenever
you decipher an Ancient Hebrew word always look at the first character. The meaning is
embedded in that. Here is a prime example.
The Letter Yod or Yud.
It is the picture of an eye. So what would be the meaning of
this ancient character on its own?
The idea of the all seeing eye is not new but ancient. The meaning would be
simply the opposite of not seeing. So if we can see what do we have? We have
light, vision, brightness but if we cannot see we have darkness, un-illumined, no
vision. These are binary opposites. The ancient Hebrews were of a binary
culture. Light/dark, sun/moon, earth/sky, man/woman, hot/cold etc, etc. Hence
the meaning of the Yod is “LIGHT.”
In fact the above truth is hidden from many and this is the reason why the Jehovah’s
witnesses peddle their fake “Jesus” who is an angel. The Christian Christ man/God who
is also white and a rosy looking Slav Blonde actually the image of the illegitimate son of
Pope Alexander called Borgia, look at the house of Borgia link below. He is not the
Messiah nor God.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Borgia
Are you seeing Borgia in your visions?
The Christian version at least has the correct divine attributes but wrong everything else
and also in the Christian perverted trinity we have three He’s. Unless I am mistaken and
I know that a man cannot produce offspring from another man. The Holy Spirit the
Ruach Ha Kadesh is feminine the Mother and not a He.
It should be quite clear to all of us who hold any understanding of the ancient Hebrew
and the culture that Sarah our matriarch who was Lot’s sister and Lot is an Egyptian
name, note Nim-lot an Egyptian name and Nim-rod are similar. Nim-lot was an ancient
High Priest in Thebes. Thebes is not the original name of the Egyptian city and is a later
derivative.
Encyclopedia Britannica
The ancient name of Thebes was Wase, or Wo’se. The nome (province) of
Wase, the fourth of Upper Egypt, is known to have existed from the 4th dynasty
onward. The earliest monuments that have survived at Thebes proper date from
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the 11th dynasty (2081–1939 bce), when the local nomarchs (governors) united
Egypt under their rule. From this time Thebes frequently served as the royal
capital of Egypt and was called Nowe, or Nuwe (“City of Amon”), named for its
chief god. The Greek name Thebes (Thebai) may have been derived from Taope, the ancient Egyptian name for ... (100 of 3150 words)
Nim-rod the son of Cush (Ethiopian/Sudanese, Nubian) was related to Abraham’s family.
These were black African people who traveled from West Africa to the Northern Turkic
Hemisphere by conquering nations. This is how both Abraham’s father Terach and
Nimrod ended up working for each other, clans followed each other. Nimrod’s brother
Rammah was left ruling in West Africa, which included rule in Eastern Arabia today
known as Saudi Arabia. Africa had an amazing great culture nothing seen in our
modern times, they far surpassed it. The reason why the Caucasians quickly erased
black history was due to two reasons one the curses of the Torah for Torah violations
that fell on the ancient Y’sra’el and two the hatred seen among the white people of today
or people of colour whether they be Mexican, Latin American or some other nationals for
what we call racism. Yes it does exist in all parts of the corporate and non corporate
Caucasian world. This is not to say it does not exist amongst the blacks but it is a lot
more severe in some Caucasian races. When people like Napoleon’s soldiers saw the
Sphinx of a black man they could not resist but to shoot it down. How could a black man
be painted so great. The Egyptian pyramids were made to look like made by Indian
looking Egyptians while this is not an accurate picture of ancient Pharaohs.
The bright and best men of Y’sra’el were made to look like white ever asked why?
Abraham, Isaac, Ishmael, Moses, Joshua, King David, King Solomon were great black
men. King Solomon a man of colour surpassed all the wisdom of Egypt and all other
nations put together. This reality has irked so many people that he is no longer painted
in his original colour but as a white Caucasian.
Just look at ancient Egypt. Nimrod built a tower that I have not seen even built in modern
times to the same height and breadth so think about it before you run down ancient
cultures. Granted that he built a tower in defiance to God but the modern towers in
America are nothing in comparison to what he built and if you think the Americans are
building towers to glorify God sorry this is not true. The Arabs may not have the true God
but when they build towers they have their Allah in mind while Europe and America have
become countries where atheism seems to be prospering and God is left in the backseat
so to speak.
Even the ubiquitous dollar bill has the symbol of the free masons “All seeing eye” on the
pyramid on the back of the dollar bill so what is the point of putting “in God we trust” on it
if at the same time you entertain free masonry and occultism? Have we not realized yet
that we are destined to fall if we mix worship with idolatry? Then which God? Mammon?
Even the ego today represents similar to Nimrod to say that I can defy you the Creator
and build great structures. I know it may be hard to admit our mistakes but realties are
very different when viewed from cold facts on the ground. We must look at our self and
do some soul searching to see if what we are doing is magnifying God or seeking to
exalt our self as great men and women. Even the Brazilian people who built the image of
the western Jesus had the Creator in mind but at least they wanted to represent who
they worshipped. In fact this is proof that ethnic people think very differently. They
always have behind their minds how to honor their creator. So these people would only
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do what they know best and one cannot blame them for erecting images when they
know not better. In ancient Egypt people built big images to their deities and to their
heroes.
Ancient Egyptian people were black Africans with the same kind of hair that eventually
was also found on Moses. Surprised, but you should not be if you were really seeking
after the truth.. I would not expect to see any different. A man of wooly hair. No he was
not Caucasian and he certainly did not come out of the Zagreb mountains.
See you in to part 2 later.

May the El of Y'sra'el guide you and increase those of you who obey His Torah.
Rabbi Simon Altaf Hakohen
For groundbreaking articles… www.african-israel.com.
TRUTH UNLEASHED BUT CAN YOU HANDLE IT?
This article may be distributed freely without alteration and is copyright to African-Israel
Union of International Qahalim.
For further questions either call or write to africanysrael@yahoo.com.
For USA; African-Israel,8111 Mainland, Suite 104-152, San Antonio, Texas, 78240,
USA Tel 1-210-827-3907
For contact with Rebbe Simon Altaf Hakohen email shimoun63@yahoo.com
We hope this article has given you an increase. Please write to us and let us know if this
has been a help to you and if you have any other questions or come and join us in our
weekly Paltalk teachings every Shabbat 9am central time/3pm UK time under the
category of Judaism called Israel Torah Protectors.
www.african-israel.com/paltalk.html
Send the mail to africanysrael@yahoo.com. For prophecy books and DVDs that will
help many understand the Bible more. Visit www.african-Israel.com.
For youtube teachings please go to www.youtube.com/simalt.
Our youtube channel: www.youtube.com/simalt
http://www.african-israel.com/Books/books.html
For videos…
www.lulu.com/simalt
The Hidden Truths Hebraic Scrolls Complete Bible can be ordered at the URL below.
www.african-israel.com. Note the excellent translation of bible which reflects our
mission to Africa and the true genetic Hebrews mentioned in the bible who live in the
western word such as in Europe, Americas and in the Caribbean islands including many
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other countries like Brazil, India, Iran and Pakistan. They were taken into Brazil by the
Sephardic (Jews – Gentile converts into Judaism) a prophecy fulfilled in the Bible.
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